STATE OF HAWAII
HAWAIILABOR RELATIONS BOARD

In the Matter of ) CASE NOS.: RA-01-157a
BOARD OF REGENTS, University ) RA-08-157b
of Hawaii, ) ORDER NO. 701
Petitioner. ) ORDER GRANTING PETITION FOR

ORDER GRANTING PETITION FOR INTERVENTION

On July 5, 1988, the United Public Workers, AFSCME,
Local 646, AFL-CIO [hereinafter referred to as UPW] filed a
Petition for Intervention with the Board. After a review of the
record and the petition, the Board finds that UPW has alleged a
sufficient interest pertinent to the issues presented to be
granted intervenor status. Pursuant to Administrative Rules
§ 12-42-8(g)(14), UPW's Petition for Intervention is hereby
granted.
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